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About the book

People called Old White the “Seeker,” a man never long 
with any people or place. For years he’s wandered, leaving 
a trail of war, wonder, and broken love in his wake. But 
few know the Seeker is a man driven by a secret so terrible 
it may topple the greatest city in North America. When 
the far-off Katsinas told Old White it was time to go 
home, he had no idea that his journey would take him to 
the head of the Mississippi, where he would encounter 
the mystical Two Petals—a young woman obsessed with 
Spirit Power, and who lives life backwards. But before 
Two Petals can find her way out of the future, Old White 
must heal the rift in her tortured soul. To do so, he will 
need the help of Trader, a loner consumed by his own 
dark past.
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People of the Weeping Eye

“The Gears have consistently captured  
early Native American life with precision,  

detail, and narrative excitement.”    

—Booklist
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About thIs GuIDe

The questions below are intended to enhance your reading 
of People of the Weeping Eye. Please feel free to adapt them 
to suit the needs and interests of your group.

QuestIons for DIscussIon

1. In “Makatok” (pages 27-28), readers are told “The 
present begins in the past…Drop your preoccupations of 
the moment. Expand your understanding to the universe 
around you.” How might you interpret these words? Do 
you think this is good advice to people of any era? Why or 
why not?

2. How do the three prologues to Chapter One—one 
contemporary, one abstract and omniscient, and one from 
the ancient past—create a literary frame that parallels the 
water and river motifs within the novel? In what other 
ways do these prologues impact your understanding of the 
novel’s themes?

3. How does Old White find Two Petals? What does it 
mean to be a “Contrary”? What does Two Petals see in 
her visions throughout the novel as, for her, time moves 
backwards? How and why does she begin to come to 
terms with her special Power as the novel progresses?

4. What are the roles of names and naming in Native 
American tribal life as represented in the novel? How  
are absent or unknown names critical to the evolution  
of the story? 

5. What is the Power of Trade? How does his great 
copper discovery change the way Trader is protected and 
guided by this power? Why does the Power of Trade seem 
to be waning in the time of the novel? Might the United 
States be considered an advocate of, or a nation guided by, 
the Power of Trade? If so, might this Power be seen to be 
similarly waning in our time? Why or why not?

6. Flying Hawk and his nephew Smoke Shield both 
committed violent acts against their twins. How do their 
motivations and subsequent actions reveal the differences 
between them? Does either character struggle, as Trader 
does in Chapter 16, with the question: “How do I forgive 
myself?” Why or why not?

7. In Chapter 19, Heron Wing muses that, “Sometimes 
the world turns on a decision. Just a word, or a gesture…
can lead to the rise and fall of nations. That is the realm 
of Power, of the balance of harmony.” How is this insight 
reflected in Heron Wing’s treatment of Morning Dew?  
Is this notion the central theme of the novel? Explain  
your answer.

8. How do events of ceremonial gift-giving serve as a 
structural frame for the novel? What sporting events also 
serve to highlight dynamic moments in the novel? What 
are the similarities between ceremony and sport? When 
and how can sport, instead of war, settle conflict?

9. Throughout the story, characters acknowledge that, 
while peace is desirable, war between tribes and nations 
will happen because it is the way of things. Do you believe 
this notion? Does such a belief still hold sway today? Why 
or why not?

10. Good leadership is essential to tribal success in People 
of the Weeping Eye. Cite examples of good and bad leaders 
in the novel. What clues can be found in the text to 
suggest the kind of leader Trader might have been?

11. Who is the Kala Hi’ki? How has he gained the tools 
to help Two Petals? How have his path and Trader’s 
crossed before their meeting in Rainbow City? With what 
choice over Trader’s fate does the Kala Hi’ki grapple? 
What metaphoric relationship is forged between the 
notions of seeking, sight and blindness at this point in  
the story?

12. How does Trader’s bet with Born-of-Sun create a 
crisis for Old White? How does the bet result in Trader’s 
deeper understanding of his own path? What does Old 
White learn from the chunkey game?

13. What does Morning Dew, who experiences a life first 
of great ascendancy and then of soul-ravaging humiliation, 
come to learn about character, sacrifice and compassion? 
What parallels might be found between her evolving sense 
of self and that of Two Petals? What parallels might be 
found between the two characters’ erstwhile teachers, 
Heron Wing and the Kala Hi’ki? 

14. Is Power simply “the breath that God breathed into 
this entire marvelous Creation” (p. 24) as Mary Wet 
Bear explains? Does Power have “no pity” (p. 224) as 
Whippoorwill tells Paunch? Must there be a balance of 
Power for things to be right in the world? What sacrifices 
should individuals be willing to make to achieve such a 
balance? How might you relate the Native American view 
of Power to your own modern sense of the mysterious or 
unexplained? 

15. The novel closes with the visions and dreams of Two 
Petals and Flying Hawk. What fate is Two Petals steeling 
herself to face? With what choice does Flying Hawk 
struggle? How does the image of a weeping woman serve 
to link these two notions? In what other ways might the 
“weeping eye” of the title be understood in terms of the 
novel’s plot and themes?
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“Drawing on their backgrounds in archaeology,  
the Gears vividly recreate Paleolithic America in  
this enchanting and instructive novel.”

 —PuBlishers Weekly on PeoPle of the NightlaNd

“The Gears spin a fascinating, heartrending tale of two 
children fighting for their lives and making an everlasting 
impact on the fate of their tribes.”

—liBrary JourNal on PeoPle of the Masks

“Flowing imagination, storytelling marvels. The Gears 
have a fine time drawing the various interclan rivalries 
and clashes of cultures.”

—kirkus revieWs on PeoPle of the Masks

“A great adventure tale, throbbing with life and  
death.…The most convincing reconstruction of  
prehistory I have read.”

—Morgan LLyweLyn on PeoPle of the earth

 


